City Hotel Central Station
Milan, Lombardy (Lombardia), Italy

Online Booking
• Secure Instant Booking • Guaranteed Reservation •

Arrival Date: 2008 - June 2
Nights: 1
People: 1

(Choose your booking dates to see availability information here.)

Address Via G.B. Sammartini 15, Milan
Map

Price Dorm beds from US$43.89. Private rooms from US$43.89/person. Price may vary by season - Check Current Prices by Date Here

Location We are located right next the Milano Stazione Centrale, if you arrive at station by train, please get out from right exit, after getting out of the exit, turn right immediately, about 100 meters away is the hotel, in Via Giovana Battista Sammartini, 15, on the 1st floor.
• If you arrive at station by shuttle bus from airports, go and face to the main gate of the central railway station, take your left part till the corner of station turn right and walk about 100 meters, you will find your hotel.

Website www.cityhotelmilan.com (to make a reservation click here)
Telephone 39-02-6706-1766

(To add or correct information for this listing, please use the Listing Update Form.)

Details

Bedsheets: Sheets Included
Towels: FREE
Luggage Storage: Available
Credit Cards Accepted: YES

Internet Computers: Pay
Wireless Internet: YES
Curfew: No Curfew
Reception Hours: 24 Hours

(To add or correct information for this listing, please use the Listing Update Form.)
City Hotel Central Station - Milan, Italy

http://www.hostelz.com/hostel/72476-City-Hotel-Central-Station

Description

City Hotel Central Station, located right next to the Milano Stazione Centrale, in Via Goianni Battista Sammartini15, on the 1° floor.

Recently renovated City Hotel Central Station, categorized as one star hotel, offers the guests rooms and following facilities:

********

WI-FI internet connection is available in your room.

********

Location is only 2 minutes' of walking distance from the Milano Central station.

Airport shuttle bus terminal is right next to hotel.

Telecomera security system.

Reception is 24 hours on service.

Room en-suite or with shared bathroom for your choice.

Direct dial telephone is available in every room.

Wake up service is available.

Ideal location beside the train station makes it easy to be reached from Milano airports, and well connected with Milan transportation system taking you easily to city center Piazza Duomo and all the important sightseeing points and museums, as well as Golden Quad Via Montenapoleone for the high fashion of the world! Milano Fiera city is also in just few minutes distance by subway.

***********************

please note:
cancellation is accepted at least 5 days in advance with no penalty applied, late cancellation, no show or fail to arrive will caused a penalty of reservation total.

Features

- Lounge / Common space
- Elevator/Lift
- 24 Hour Free Hot Showers

Your Comments

This is an open forum, and unlike other hostel guide websites, we don't censor out the negative comments.
We do not validate the legitimacy of comments posted on this site—so take what you read here with a grain of salt.

Comment by Jeff, USA

November 2007

★★★★ Good for a hotel

It's not a hostel but a hotel with some dorm room. You won't find any social life here, period. You won't even get the dorm if you don't have a reservation. But I quite liked it as a hotel -- clean sizeable rooms, free open Wi-Fi in lobby, and big ass mirrors everywhere. Their hotel rooms are 60 euros per night, which seems quite high. Try it if you need a "hotel break" from hosteling or don't plan on seeing much in Milan -- or just have tons of luggage.

Have you visited this hostel? Post your comments here.
Hostelz.com is the only hostel guide with complete information and reviews on all youth hostels and backpackers worldwide.
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